
Parents: this activity requires your child to think about the ‘properties’ of the numbers they are looking at – aspects such 
as their size and the value of their digits. It also requires children to use a process of elimination to find out which number 
relates to which clue, so they will be thinking about all the numbers they have to choose from. Encourage your child to 
be methodical, as there may initially be more than one option for each clue. They could perhaps jot ideas down on a piece 
of paper, before they choose their answer.



Gifts Galore!
Find the parcel number that matches each clue.                                            

Then colour the parcels with the correct colour or pattern.

has 5 tens red

smaller than 20 but 
bigger than 10

orange

in between 30 and 40 yellow

greater than 44 but 
less than 46

green

has no ones blue

halfway between 70 
and 80

purple

the smallest number pink

has no tens brown

the largest number silver

has 3 ones gold

a 3-digit number stripy

more than 7 tens spotty

96 75

31 19 45

80 23

9 56 108

2 143



Gifts Galore!
Find the parcel number that matches each clue.                                            

Then colour the parcels with the correct colour or pattern.

halfway between 60 
and 70

red

same number of 
hundreds and ones

orange

the first 2-digit 
number

yellow

the smallest number green

same number of tens 
and ones

blue

has no tens or ones purple

the smallest 3-digit 
number

pink

has 4 ones brown

less than 90 but more 
than 80

silver

one less than 30 gold

nearly 40 stripy

less than 36 but more 
than 34

spotty

10 35

64 120 300

5 87

22 65 29

38 202



Gifts Galore!
Find the parcel number that matches each clue.                                            

Then colour the parcels with the correct colour or pattern.

less than 100 but 
greater than 90

red

less than 50 but 
greater than 40

orange

3 hundreds yellow

has no tens green

the largest number blue

halfway between 200 
and 300

purple

has 5 tens pink

the smallest 3-digit 
number

brown

halfway between 150 
and 160

silver

the smallest number gold

no ones stripy

the largest 2-digit 
number

spotty

98 91

41 365 809

999 250

56 102 155

28 60



Gifts Galore! Answers

red - 56

orange - 19

yellow - 31

green - 45

blue - 80

purple - 5

pink - 2

brown - 9

silver - 143

gold - 23

stripy - 108

spotty - 96

red - 65

orange - 202

yellow - 10

green - 5

blue - 22

purple - 300

pink - 120

brown - 64

silver - 87

gold - 29

stripy - 38

spotty - 35

red - 91

orange - 41

yellow - 365

green - 809

blue - 999

purple - 250

pink - 56

brown - 102

silver - 155

gold - 28

stripy - 60

spotty - 98


